The CUR decomposition of an m×n matrix A finds an m×c matrix C with a small subset of c < n columns of A, together with an r × n matrix R with a small subset of r < m rows of A, as well as a c × r low rank matrix U such that the matrix CUR approximates the input matrix A, that is,
INTRODUCTION
Given as inputs a matrix A ∈ R m×n and integers c < n and r < m, the CUR factorization of A finds C ∈ R m×c with c columns of A, R ∈ R r×n with r rows of A, and U ∈ R c×r such that A = CUR + E. Here, E = A − CUR is the residual error matrix. Compare this to the SVD factorization (let k < rank(A)),
The SVD residual error A ρ−k is the best possible, under some rank constraints (see Section 3.1). The matrices U k ∈ R m×k and Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. STOC ' V k ∈ R n×k contain the top k left and right singular vectors of A, while Σ k ∈ R k×k contains the top k largest singular values of A. In CUR, C and R contain actual columns and rows of A, a property which is desirable for feature selection and data interpretation [33] . This last property makes CUR attractive in a wide range of applications [33] .
From an algorithmic perspective, the challenge is to construct C, U, and R quickly to minimize the approximation error A − CUR 2 F . Definition 1 states the precise optimization problem:
Definition 1 (The CUR Problem). Given A ∈ R m×n of rank ρ = rank(A), rank parameter k < ρ, and accuracy parameter 0 < ε < 1, construct C ∈ R m×c with c columns from A, R ∈ R r×n with r rows from A, and U ∈ R c×r , with c, r, and rank(U) being as small as possible, in order to reconstruct A within relative-error:
k ∈ R m×n is the matrix from the best rank k approximation to A obtained via the SVD.
the optimal number of columns and rows and the optimal rank(U).
Outline
We summarize the main contributions of this paper in Subsection 1.2. In this subsection, we provide only a high level description of our results, hiding low level details and ideas. We give a summary of our techniques on how to obtain optimal CUR algorithms in Subsection 1.3. In Algorithm 1, we present a so-called proto-algorithm for an optimal, relative-error, rank k CUR. We present an optimal input-sparsity-time CUR algorithm (Algorithm 2) in Section 5. In the full version of this extended abstract, we also present a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm. Section 2 summarizes results from prior literature and puts our CUR algorithms in context (see Table I ). To design our CUR algorithm in Section 5, we need several "subset selection tools" from prior literature, which we summarize in Section 3, as well as new tools, which we present in Section 4. From this extended abstract, we omit all proofs.
Summary of contributions
The first main contribution of this paper is an inputsparsity-time, relative-error CUR algorithm selecting an optimal number of columns and rows and constructing U with optimal rank. The theorem below presents our main result.
Theorem 2. [Restatement of Theorem 18 in Section 5]
Given A ∈ R m×n of rank ρ, a target rank 1 ≤ k < ρ, and 0 < < 1, there exists a randomized algorithm to select at most c = O(k/ε) columns and at most r = O(k/ε) rows from A to form matrices C ∈ R m×c , R ∈ R r×n and U ∈ R c×r with rank (U) = k such that, with constant probability of success,
. The matrices C, U, and R can be computed in time O (nnz (A) log n + (m + n) · poly (log n, k, 1/ε)) . This is the first algorithm to achieve a relative-error CUR decomposition with O(k/ε) number of rows and columns. This number of rows and columns is asymptotically optimal: in the full version of the paper, we prove a matching lower bound. The previous best such relative-error CUR algorithm [46] selects c = O(k/ε) columns and r = O(k/ε 2 ) rows from A. The first ever relative-error CUR algorithm selects c = O(k log k/ε 2 ) columns and r = O(c log c/ε 2 ) rows [19] . Additionally, the algorithms in [19, 46] construct U with rank(U) = ω(k), while we obtain rank(U) = k, which is also optimal, up to a constant 2, according to the lower bound we present in the full version of the paper.
The running time of our main algorithm is proportional to the number of the non-zero entries of A. Recent progress on sketching-based numerical linear algebra [9, 35, 37] has provided very accurate algorithms that run in time proportional to the number of the non-zero entries of the input matrix (input-sparsity-time). Although [9, 35, 37] study several important problems, including low-rank matrix approximation and regression, the question of whether an input-sparsitytime CUR algorithm exists remained unexplored. To our best knowledge, the only prior work addressing the computation of CUR on sparse matrices is in [4, 43] . Although high quality implementations are provided, the theoretical results are lacking.
An important open problem in [19, 1, 34] is whether there exists a polynomial-time deterministic relative-error CUR algorithm. Our deterministic, relative-error CUR algorithm (omitted from this extended abstract) runs in time O(mn 3 k/ε). Additionally, it constructs C with c = O(k/ε) columns, R with r = O(k/ε) rows, and U of rank k. The work in [28] provides a relative-error deterministic algorithm, based on volume sampling, constructing
It is not obvious how to extend this to a rank k column-based relative-error decomposition, which is a harder instance of the problem. The best deterministic algorithm for a rank k column-based decomposition achieves only a (2+ε)-error [6] .
Overview of techniques
Our starting point is the following tool from prior work which connects matrix factorizations and column subset selection.
where Xopt ∈ R c×n has rank at most k, CXopt is the best rank k approximation to A in the column span of C, and (Z T S) + denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of Z T S.
If S samples columns from A, i.e., C = AS consists of columns of A, then, using this lemma, one obtains a bound for a column-based low rank matrix approximation of A (this bound depends on the specific choice of Z). The crux of our approach in obtaining an optimal, relative-error, rank k CUR is to use this lemma twice and adaptively, one time to sample columns from A and the other time to sample rows. Here, by adaptively we mean that the two sampling processes are not independent from each other: the rows sampled in the second application of the lemma depend on the columns sampled in the first application. Next, we present an overview of this approach.
Assume that for an appropriate matrix Z1 ∈ R n×k we can find S1 ∈ R n×c 1 that samples c1 = O(k) columns from A such that after applying Lemma 3 with A and Z1 gives (C1 = AS1; E1 = A − AZ1Z T 1 ):
, where in the third inequality we further assumed that
approximates, within a constant factor, the best rank k SVD of A (one obvious choice for Z1 is the matrix V k from the rank k SVD of A; however, since this choice is costly we will use methods which approximate the SVDsee Section 3.2). The bound in the second inequality also requires that the term E1S1(Z T 1 S1) † 2 F is sufficiently small, specifically
This can be achieved by choosing the sampling matrix S1 carefully (we discuss below what choices of the matrix S1 are appropriate). Once we have this matrix C1 with O(k) columns of A, that approximates the best rank k matrix within a constant factor, we can use the adaptive sampling method of [12] and
(1) Here, the adaptive sampling step turns a constant factor approximation to a relative-error one, by sampling an additional of O(k/ε) columns. Xopt ∈ R c×n has rank at most k and CXopt is the best rank k approximation to A in the column span of C. This C would be the matrix with columns of A in the CUR factorization that we aim.
The main idea now is to use again Lemma 3 and sample rows from A, i.e., apply the lemma to A T . If C had orthonormal columns, then it could immediately play the role of Z in Lemma 3. In that case, E = A T − A T CC T , and we already have a bound for that term. However, C is not orthonormal. But we could hope that we can find such an orthonormal matrix with a similar bound as in Eqn. 1. An obvious choice is to take Z to be an orthonormal basis of C. However, this choice is not desirable because in that case Z would have dimensions m × c; hence, in order to satisfy the rank assumption in Lemma 3, we would need to sample at least c rows from Z ∈ R m×c . Recall that c = O(k/ε), hence O(k/ε) rows would be needed to be sampled in this step. This is not desirable because we aim to obtain a CUR decomposition with only O(k/ε) rows, and to achieve that, we cannot afford to select O(k/ε) rows at this step. We can only afford O(k) rows (because otherwise the adaptive sampling step in the next step, which seems unavoidable, would sample O(k/ε 2 ) rows from A). So, what we really want is some matrix Z in the column span of C such that ZZ T A approximates A as good as CXopt and at the same time the number of columns of Z is O(k). Towards this end, we construct Z2 ∈ R m×k (Z2 ∈ span(C)) with
Now, we want to apply Lemma 3 to A T and Z2 ∈ R m×k . Assume that we can find S2 ∈ R m×r 1 , i.e., R1 = (
The last inequality in Equation 3 also requires that
, which is possible for a certain construction of S2.
So far, we have C and a subset of rows of R in the optimal CUR that we would like to construct. We need two additional steps: (i) we use the adaptive sampling method for CUR that appeared in [46] and further sample another r2 = O(k/ε) rows in R1, i.e., construct R ∈ R r×n with r = O(k + k/ε) rows, and (ii) for Z2Z T 2 AR † R, we replace Z2 with CΘ, for an appropriate Θ (such a Θ always exists because Z2 is in the span of C) and take U = ΘZ T 2 AR † ∈ R c×r . So overall, CUR = Z2Z T 2 AR † R, and the bound is,
The first inequality is from the Adaptive Sampling argument. The equality is from our choice of r2. The second inequality is from Eqn. 3. The third inequality is from Eqn. 2. The last inequality is from Eqn. 1. From all the above derivations, we now identify four sufficient conditions that give an optimal, relative-error, rank k CUR. We call these conditions primitives.
CUR Primitives
To construct an optimal, relative-error, and rank-k CUR, we relied on four basic primitives (sufficient conditions):
4. There is an adaptive sampling algorithm for CUR.
CUR proto-algorithm
To address primitive (1), we combine known ideas for column subset selection including leverage-scores sampling [19] , BSS sampling [6] (i.e., deterministic sampling similar to the method of Batson, Spielman, and Srivastava [3] ) and adaptive sampling [13] (see Section 3.3). To find Z1, we use techniques for approximating the SVD (see Section 3.2). To address primitive (2) we use methods to find low-rank approximations within a subspace (see Section 3.5). To address primitive (3), again we employ leverage-score sampling [19] and BSS sampling [6] , as in primitive (1) . Finally, to address primitive (4), we use an adaptive sampling method [46] which turns a constant factor CUR to relative error by sampling an additional O(k/ε) rows. We summarize this in Algorithm 1, which we call proto-algorithm for an optimal, relative-error, rank k CUR. To obtain a deterministic or an input-sparsity-time CUR, we need to implement the corresponding steps of the proto-algorithm in the appropriate setting. We discuss those issues below.
Input-sparsity-time CUR
To design an algorithm that runs in time proportional to the number of non-zero entries of A, we need to implement all these primitives in input-sparsity-time, or equivalently, all the steps in the proto-algorithm should be implemented in input-sparsity-time. It is already known in the literature how to implement approximate SVD in inputsparsity-time (see Section 5) . The leverage-scores sampling step -given that one knows the probabilities -can be implemented fast as well (see Lemma 7) . For the rest of the Algorithm 1: A proto-algorithm for an optimal, relative-error, rank-k CUR Input: A ∈ R m×n ; rank parameter k < rank(A); and accuracy parameter 0 < ε < 1. Lemma 15) . To do that, we combine the method from [6] with ideas from the sparse subspace embedding literature [9] . Second, we develop input-sparsitytime versions of the adaptive sampling algorithms of [13, 46] (see Lemma 16 and Lemma 17) . To do that, we combine existing ideas in [13, 46] with the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma. Third, we develop an input-sparsity-time algorithm to find a relative-error (to the best possible) low rank matrix within a given subspace (see Lemma 14) . To do that, we combine ideas for subspace-restricted matrix approximations (see Section 3.5.1) with ideas from [31, 9] . Fourth, we present a method to compute a rank k matrix U in input sparsity time. To do that, we took the original construction of U, which is a series of products of various matrices, and reduced the dimensions of some of those matrices using the sparse subspace embeddings in [9] . The crux in this part is to "view" the computation of U as the solution of a generalized matrix approximation problem and then apply sketching ideas to this problem (see the full version of the paper for the details).
RELATED WORK
Randomized algorithms for CUR [15, 18, 19, 33, 24, 46] are an instance of a large body of work on approximation algorithms for matrix computations [23, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 13, 41, 39, 11, 29, 9, 7, 47] . Those algorithms provide a new paradigm and a complementary perspective in speeding up basic kernels in numerical linear algebra, such as matrix multiplication [14] , least-squares regression [41] , and low-rank matrix approximation [7] . The application areas of those algorithms are broad, as discussed in the survey article [29] .
Before discussing the details of some of the available CUR algorithms in [15, 18, 19, 33, 24, 46] , we briefly mention a similar problem which constructs factorizations of the form A = CX + E, where C contains columns of A and X has rank at most k. Unlike CUR, there are optimal algorithms for this problem [6, 28] , in both the spectral and the Frobenius norm. Indeed, to obtain a relative-error optimal CUR in this paper we use a sampling method from [6] , which al-lows to select O(k) columns and rows. For a more detailed discussion of this CX problem, which is also known as CSSP (Column Subset Selection Problem) see [8, 6, 28] .
Drineas and Kannan brought CUR factorizations to the theoretical computer science community in [15] . Their main algorithm is randomized and samples columns and rows from A with probabilities proportional to their Euclidian length. The running time of this algorithm is linear in m and n and proportional to a small-degree polynomial in k and 1/ε, for some ε > 0, but the approximation bound is weak (see Theorem 3.1 in [15] ): with c = (k/ε 2 ) columns and r = O(k/ε) rows the bound is [18] built upon [15] but the error remained additive (see Theorem 5 in [18] ): with c = O(k/ε 4 ) columns and r = O(k/ε 2 ) rows it is
Drineas, Kannan, and Mahoney
The first relative-error CUR algorithm appeared in [19] (see Theorem 2 of [19] ). The main algorithm of [19] is based on subspace sampling and requires c = O(k log k/ε 2 log δ −1 ) columns and r = O(c log c/ε 2 log δ −1 ) rows to construct a relative-error CUR with failure probability δ. The running time of the method in [19] is O(mn min{m, n}), since subspace sampling is based on sampling with probabilities proportional to the so-called leverage scores, i.e., the row norms of the matrix V k from the SVD of A. Mahoney and Drineas [33] , using again subspace sampling, improved slightly upon the number of columns and rows, compared to [19] , but achieved only a constant factor error (see Eqn. (5) in [33] ). Gittens and Mahoney [24] discuss CUR decompositions on SPSD matrices and present approximation bounds for Frobenius, trace, and spectral norms (see Lemma 2 in [24] ). Finally, the current state-of-the-art, relative-error CUR algorithm is in [46] . Using the near-optimal column subset selection methods in [6] along with a novel adaptive sampling technique, Wang and Zhang present a CUR algorithm selecting c = 2k ε (1 + o(1)) and r = 2k ε 2 (1 + ε)(1 + o(1)) rows from A (see Theorem 8 in [46] ). The running time is
We summarize all these CUR algorithms as well as the algorithm of our work in Table 1 . We now explain why the two relative-error CUR algorithms in Table 1 [19, 46] require more columns and rows in C and R, and larger rank(U), than our optimal CUR algorithms. First, both algorithms [19, 46] use Lemma 3 twice and adaptively, as we do (this is not explicitly stated in those articles but this claim can be validated after a careful comparison of their proofs with ours). Drineas et al. [19] implement the first step of the proto-algorithm in Algorithm 1 via leverage-scores sampling only. At that time, the BSS sampling was unknown and the adaptive sampling step wouldn't be particularly helpful. For the second step in the proto-algorithm, they simply choose Z2 as an orthonormal basis for C, hence r = O(c log c/ε 2 ) rows are required, where c = O(k log k/ε 2 ) are the columns selected in the first step. Given the above limitations, in the third step of the protoalgorithm, U unavoidably has rank O(k log k/ε 2 ). Wang and Zhang on the other hand [19] , motivated by the near-optimal algorithm of Boutsidis et al. [6] , take advantage of BSS and adaptive sampling to sample only c = O(k/ε) columns in the first step of the proto-algorithm. However, they also use Z2 as an orthonormal basis for C; hence r = O(k/ε 2 ) and rank(U) = O(k/ε). The r = O(k/ε 2 ) term here is because the row-selection adaptive sampling step requires O(ρ/ε) rows, where ρ = rank(Z2Z T 2 A). Finally, there are several interesting results on CUR developed within the numerical linear algebra community [44, 45, 26, 25, 30, 38, 36, 27, 4, 43] . For example, [44, 45, 26, 25] discuss the so-called skeleton approximation, which focuses on the spectral norm version of the CUR problem via selecting exactly k columns and k rows. The algorithms there are deterministic, run in time proportional to the time to compute the rank k SVD of A, and achieve bounds of the order,
COLUMN SUBSET SELECTION TOOLS FROM EXISTING LITERATURE
This section summarizes known techniques and related results from the literature that we use throughout this work.
SVD and the pseudo-inverse
The singular value decomposition (SVD) appears often throughout the paper. The SVD of A ∈ R m×n of rank ρ ≤ min{m, n} is
with singular values σ1
contain the left singular vectors of A; and, similarly, the matrices V k ∈ R n×k and V ρ−k ∈ R n×(ρ−k) contain the right singular vectors. Σ k ∈ R k×k and Σ ρ−k ∈ R (ρ−k)×(ρ−k) contain the singular values of A. It is well-
Pseudo-inverse
A is the inverse of ΣA), i.e., the unique n×m matrix satisfying all four properties: A = AA † A, A † AA † = A † , (AA † ) T = AA † , and (A † A) T = A † A. By the SVD of A and A † , it is easy to verify that, for all i = 1, . . . , ρ = rank(A) = rank(A † ): 
Fast approximate low rank matrix approximations
The SVD provides the best rank k matrix A k to approximate A; however, it is somewhat costly to compute. In this work, to speedup our CUR algorithms, which extensively make use of the SVD, we use low rank matrix factorization algorithms that are approximately as good as the SVD but can be implemented considerably faster (e.g., in linear time or in input sparsity time).
Randomized input-sparsity time approximate SVD
Clarkson and Woodruff [9] described a randomized algorithm that runs in time proportional to the number of nonzero entries in A plus low-order terms.
Lemma 4 (Theorem 47 in [10] ). Given A ∈ R m×n of rank ρ, a target rank 1 ≤ k < ρ, and 0 < ≤ 1, there exists a randomized algorithm that computes Z ∈ R n×k with Z T Z = I k and with probability at least 0.99, 
Column subset selection sampling techniques
We now summarize the various tools from existing literature that we use in order to sample columns and/or rows from matrices.
Deterministic BSS sampling
The lemma below is a generalization of the spectral sparsification method of Batson, Spielman, and Strivastava (BSS) [3] ; it was the main ingredient of the near-optimal algorithm in [6] .
Lemma 5 (Dual Set Spectral-Frobenius Sparsification. Lemma 3.6 in [6] ). Let V = {v1, . . . , vn} be a decomposition of the identity, where vi ∈ R k (k < n) and n i=1 viv T i = I k ; let A = {a1, . . . , an} be an arbitrary set of vectors, where ai ∈ R . Then, given an integer r such that k < r ≤ n, there exists a set of weights si ≥ 0 (i = 1 . . . n), at most r of which are non-zero, such that
Equivalently, if V ∈ R n×k is a matrix whose rows are the vectors v T i , A ∈ R n× is a matrix whose rows are the vectors
O(nnz(A) log n + n · poly(log n, k, 1/ε)) Table 1 : CUR algorithms constructing C with c columns, R with r rows, and U with rank u.
a T i , and S ∈ R n×r is the sampling matrix containing the weights si > 0, then:
The weights si can be computed in O rnk 2 + n time. We denote this procedure as S = BssSampling(V, A, r).
Randomized sampling
Next, we introduce a randomized method for sampling rows from tall-skinny matrices.
Definition 6 (Random Sampling with Replacement [40] ). Let X ∈ R n×k with n > k; and
Let r be an integer with 1 ≤ r ≤ n. Construct a sampling matrix Ω ∈ R n×r and a rescaling matrix D ∈ R r×r as follows. Initially, Ω = 0n×r and D = 0r×r. Then, for every column j = 1, ..., r of Ω, D, independently, and with replacement, pick an index i from the set {1, 2, ..., n} with probability pi and set Ωij = 1 and Djj = 1/ √ pir. To denote this O(nk + n + r log(r)) time procedure we write
[Ω, D] = RandSampling(X, r, β).
Lemma 7 (Originally proved in [40] ). Let V ∈ R n×k with n > k and V T V = I k . Let 0 < β ≤ 1, 0 < δ ≤ 1 and 4k ln(2k/δ) < r ≤ n. Let [Ω, D] = RandSampling(V, r, β). Then, for all i = 1, ..., k, and with probability at least 1 − δ,
Proof. This is Theorem 2 of [32] with S = I, the identity matrix.
Lemma 8. For any β, r, X ∈ R n×k , and Y ∈ R m×n , let [Ω, D] = RandSampling(X, r); then, with probability at least 0.9: YΩD 2 F ≤ 10 Y 2 F . Proof. Eqn. (36) in [20] gives E YΩD 2 F = Y 2 F ; apply Markov's inequality to wrap up. • Ψ ∈ R ξ×n is a binary matrix with Ψ h(i),i = 1, and all remaining entries 0.
Sparse subspace embeddings
• Y ∈ R n×n is a random diagonal matrix, with each diagonal entry independently chosen to be +1 or −1, with equal probability.
For any matrix A with n rows, computing WA requires O(nnz(A)) time.
The original paper [10] showed ξ = ρ 2 ε −2 log O(1) (ρ/ε) suffices; we use optimizations in [35, 37] which improved this to ξ = Ω(ρ 2 ε −2 ), i.e., removed the polylogarithmic factors.
Lemma 10 ([10, 35, 37] ). Let A ∈ R n×d have rank ρ and let W ∈ R ξ×n be a randomly chosen sparse subspace embedding with dimension ξ = Ω(ρ 2 ε −2 ), for some 0 < ε < 1. Then, with probability at least 0.99, and for all vectors y ∈ R d simultaneously,
(1 − ε) Ay 2 2 ≤ WAy 2 2 (1 + ε) Ay 2 2 . Lemma 11 (Lemma 40 in [10] ). Let A ∈ R n×d and let W ∈ R ξ×n be a randomly chosen sparse subspace embedding with dimension ξ = Ω(ε −2 ), for some 0 < ε < 1. Then, with probability at least 0.99, 35, 37] ). Let A ∈ R n×d have rank ρ and B ∈ R n×ω . Let W ∈ R ξ×n be a randomly chosen sparse subspace embedding with ξ = Ω(ρ 2 ε −2 ). Then, with probability at least 0.99,
Proof. Theorem 36 in [10] shows this bound under the assumption that the event of Lemma 22 in [10] occurs. In the proof of Lemma 22 in [10] , it is shown that a sparse subspace embedding satisfies the bound. The lemma follows by plugging in the optimizations in [35, 37] .
Low rank approximations within a subspace
3.5.1 The best rank k matrix Π ξ V,k (A) within a subspace V Let A ∈ R m×n , let k < n be an integer, and let V ∈ R m×c with k < c < n. Π F V,k (A) ∈ R m×n is the best rank k approximation to A in the column span of V. Equivalently, we can write
In order to compute Π F V,k (A) given A, V, and k, we will use the following algorithm:
and Ψ ∈ R c×c . This step requires O(mc 2 ) arithmetic operations.
Y∆∆ T Y T ∈ R m×n is a rank k matrix that lies in the column span of V. The next lemma is a simple corollary of Lemma 4.3 in [11] .
The above algorithm requires O(mnc + nc 2 ) arithmetic operations to construct Y, Ψ, and ∆. We will denote the above procedure as
Proof. The equality was proven in Lemma 4.3 in [11] . To prove the inequality, notice that for any matrix X
because both matrices are orthonormal.
An approximate rank k matrix within a subspace
The previous lemma provides a method for constructing the best rank k matrix within a given subspace. This method, however, is somewhat costly if one wants to design algorithms that run in time proportional to the number of non zeros entries of A. To address this, we use the lemma below, which finds a rank k matrix that is almost as good as the best rank k matrix within span(V). Lemma 14. Let A ∈ R m×n and V ∈ R m×c . We further assume that for some rank parameter k < c and accuracy parameter 0 < ε < 1,
In words, we assume that in the given subspace V, there exists a rank k matrix that approximates the best rank k matrix from the SVD within a relative error.
. Let ∆ ∈ R c×k contain the top k left singular vectors of Ξ, i.e., Ξk = ∆ΣkṼ T k ∈ R c×n , is a rank k SVD of Ξ, with ∆ ∈ R c×k ,Σk ∈ R k×k , andṼk ∈ R n×k . Then, with probability at least 0.99, Proof. This result was proven inside the proof of Theorem 1.5 in [31] . Specifically, the error bound proven in [31] is for the transpose of A (also Y, ∆ are denoted with U, V in [31] ). The only requirement for the embedding matrix W (denoted with P in the proof of Theorem 1.5 in [31] ) is to be a subspace embedding for Y T A, in the sense that W is a subspace embedding for A in Lemma 10. Since our choice of W with ξ = O(c 2 /ε 2 ) satisfies this requirement we omit the details of the proof. . . , Wan}, and some integer r such that k < r ≤ n. Let the output of this be a set of weights si ≥ 0 (i = 1 . . . n), at most r of which are non-zero Then, with probability at least 0.98,
Equivalently, if V ∈ R n×k is a matrix whose rows are the vectors v T i , A ∈ R n× is a matrix whose rows are the vectors a T i , B = AW T ∈ R n×ξ is a matrix whose rows are the vectors a T i W T , and S ∈ R n×r is the sampling matrix containing the weights si > 0, then with probability at least 0.98,
The weights si can be computed in O nnz(A) + rnk 2 + nξ time. We denote this procedure as S = BssSamplingSparse(V, A, r, ε).
Input-sparsity time adaptive sampling
Lemma 16. Given A ∈ R m×n and V ∈ R m×c 1 (with c1 ≤ n, m), there exists a randomized algorithm to construct C2 ∈ R m×c 2 containing c2 columns of A, such that the matrix C = [V C2] ∈ R m×(c 1 +c 2 ) containing the columns of V and C2 satisfies: for any integer k > 0, and with probability
We denote this procedure C2 = AdaptiveColsSparse(A, V, c2).
Given A and V, the algorithm takes O(nnz(A) log n+mc1 log n+ mc 2 1 ) time to find C2.
Lemma 17. Given A ∈ R m×n and V ∈ R m×c such that rank(V) = rank(VV † A) = ρ, with ρ ≤ c ≤ n, let R1 ∈ R r 1 ×n consist of r1 rows of A. There exists a randomized algorithm to construct R2 ∈ R r 2 ×n with r2 rows such that for R = [R T 1 , R T 2 ] T ∈ R (r 1 +r 2 )×n , we have that with probability at least 0.9 − 1/n,
We denote this procedure as R2 = AdaptiveRowsSparse(A, V, R1, r2).
Given A, V, R1, the algorithm takes O(nnz(A) log n + nr1 log n + nr 2 1 ) arithmetic operations to find R2.
INPUT-SPARSITY-TIME CUR
In this section, we present and analyze a CUR algorithm that runs in input-sparsity time 1 . We start with the algorithm description, which closely follows the CUR protoalgorithm in Algorithm 1. Then, we give a detailed analysis of the running time complexity of the algorithm. Finally, in Theorem 18 we analyze the approximation error A − CUR 2 F .
Algorithm description
Algorithm 2 takes as input an m × n matrix A, rank parameter k < rank(A), and accuracy parameter 0 < ε < 1. These are precisely the inputs of the CUR problem in Definition 1. It returns matrix C ∈ R m×c with c = O(k/ε) columns of A, matrix R ∈ R r×n with r = O(k/ε) rows of A as well as matrix U ∈ R c×r with rank at most k. Algorithm 2 follows closely the CUR proto-algorithm in Algorithm 1. In more detail, Algorithm 2 makes specific choices for the various steps of the proto-algorithm that can be implemented in input-sparsity time. Algorithm 2 runs in three steps: (i) in the first step, an optimal number of columns are selected in C; (ii) in the second step, an optimal number of rows are selected in R; and (iii) in the third step, an intersection matrix with optimal rank is constructed and denoted as U. The algorithm itself refers to several other algorithms, which we analyze in detail in different sections. Specifically, SparseSVD is described in 
Error bounds
The theorem below presents our main quality-of-approximation result regarding Algorithm 2. The proof of the theorem can be found in the full version of the paper. Algorithm 2: An input-sparsity-time optimal, relative-error, rank-k CUR Input: A ∈ R m×n ; rank parameter k < rank(A); and accuracy parameter 0 < ε < 1. Output: C ∈ R m×c with c = O(k/ε); R ∈ R r×n with r = O(k/ε); U ∈ R c×r with rank(U) = k. 1. Construct C with O(k + k/ε) columns 1: Z1 = SparseSV D(A, k, 1); Z1 ∈ R n×k (Z T 1 Z1 = I k ). 2: [Ω1, D1] = RandSampling(Z1, h1, 1); h1 = 16k ln(20k); Ω1 ∈ R n×h 1 ; D1 ∈ R h 1 ×h 1 . M1 = Z T 1 Ω1D1 ∈ R k×h 1 . M1 = UM 1 ΣM 1 V T M 1 with rank(M1) = k and VM 1 ∈ R h 1 ×k . 3: S1 = BssSamplingSparse(VM 1 , (A − AZ1Z T 1 )Ω1D1 T , c1, 0.5), with c1 = 4k. S1 ∈ R h 1 ×c 1 (see the running time analysis section for a detailed implementation of this step). C1 = AΩ1D1S1 ∈ R m×c 1 containing rescaled columns of A. 
